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PROFESSIONAL SANITARY TECHNOLOGY

Franke Water Systems merges innovative water management systems with high-quality sanitary room facilities. For more than 140 years our customers have been receiving customised product solutions for applications in public and commercial sanitary facilities. As the German base of Franke Water Systems, Franke Aquarotter serves as the competence centre for advanced fittings and system technology.

Merging economic success, social responsibility and ecologically sound actions is our mission. This high standard that we strive for is reflected in the various certifications, quality seals and test marks awarded to our products at both the national as well as the international level.

The responsible use of potable water and energy is at the focus of Franke activities. For years we have been supporting the VDMA campaign 'Blue Responsibility' and with our efficient products we stand for consistent sustainability.

For further information on these subjects please see: www.blue-responsibility.com
Where there are many people who have the same needs all at the same time it is easy to see who must take centre stage in our thinking and acting - that’s people!

To make sure that this guiding principle does not merely remain lip service, our harmonised product solutions support specifiers, clients and operators in their efforts to implement this idea. For users this means: easy to operate technical sanitary system solutions that guarantee the highest level of hygiene without having to abandon comfort and design.
FRANKE SANITARY TECHNOLOGY – STRONG IN APPLICATIONS

Strong in washing facilities
- Washbasin taps
- Washbasins made of stainless steel or mineral granite
- All-in-one washstations
- Accessory lines made of stainless steel
- Grab rail systems

Strong in shower facilities
- Shower fittings
- Shower heads, shower trays
- Chargeable water delivery
- Equipment for people with disabilities

Strong in flushing facilities
- Flush valves for urinals and toilets
- Toilets and urinals made of stainless steel
- Accessory lines
- Equipment for people with disabilities

Strong in special fields
- Security products
- Sanitary equipment for children’s facilities
- Wash troughs and cleaners sinks made of stainless steel
- Cleaning and workroom sinks made of mineral granite
- Industrial sinks
- Emergency showers

Sports centres
Swimming baths
Leisure centres
Education
Transportation
Security areas
Industry
Hotel, Restaurants
Culture
Public washrooms serving high rates of usage and a constantly changing group of people have an inherent number of problem areas. What do we do against water wastage, insufficient hygiene and vandalism? Product solutions by Franke Water Systems provide the answers. Thus, for example, automatic wash taps help to save water and energy. At the same time this method of operation ensures the best possible hygiene, because the tap needs to be touched only before washing hands or not at all. Practical experience shows that using high-quality, contamination-resistant materials for washing units creates a clean atmosphere and is the best contribution towards maintaining frequently used sanitary rooms.
The extensive range of solutions for washing facilities includes:

- Single lever mixers with thermostatic scald protection and hygiene options
- Hydraulically controlled self-closing taps, single mixers or thermostatic mixers
- Touch-free electronically controlled taps and mixing taps with opto-sensor
- All-in-one wash stations as free-standing solutions or for wall mounting
- Washbasins, multiple washing systems, wash troughs made of stainless steel or mineral material, also for accessible applications
- Tap units for multiple washing systems
- Design accessory lines made of stainless steel
- Accessible grab rail systems and accessories for users with disabilities
GREEN BUILDING – BUILDING OF THE FUTURE

A key objective of "green" buildings is the efficient use of water, energy and materials. Lowering the consumption of resources is a meaningful and successful method for reducing operating costs. Depending on the type and period of utilisation, it is necessary to take into account both different frequencies of usage as well as the anonymity of visitors.

Another important factor is that sanitary rooms in offices and administrative buildings will represent a company to the outside. Functionalism, neutrality, but also flair and exclusivity display the image that a company or institution stands for. Optimally conceived sanitary solutions help in planning a "green building".
Sanitary products used in publicly accessible WC facilities at railway stations and airports must be able to withstand severest conditions. The high rate of usage in combination with an ever changing circle of users makes hygiene an issue.

High-quality, sturdy washbasin taps and flush valves as well as accessories that are touch free, meet these challenges superbly. A bright and friendly design combined with a long service life and easy to clean surfaces support the clean appearance of these sanitary facilities. What remains is a good feeling – even in public washrooms.
Washrooms and toilet facilities in the hotel lobby, restaurant or spa area are the calling card of a hospitable institution.

Guests who feel comfortable here will also enjoy what else the hotel has to offer. Customised washing unit concepts designed to make optimum use of available space and niches facilitate pleasant furnishings that will be well remembered. Clarity, elegance and harmony, both in form as well as in material, establish a contemporary design - even in the WC. The combination of glass, light with aesthetically pleasing surfaces made of stainless steel and mineral granite create a distinctive flair and a high level of professionalism to sanitary rooms.

Easy-care surfaces, automatically operating fittings and accessories simultaneously contribute to a hygienic environment that can also handle occasionally large crowds of visitors.
After a hard day's physical work in an industrial or commercial business, employees first want to comfortably clean hands and body. Flexible, safe and user-friendly sanitary solutions are what is needed here. These show members of staff that their physical efforts for the company are being appreciated at this point too.

Both ease of use as well as economical operation should be considered already in the planning stage. Functionality, water and energy conserving products, low maintenance and servicing effort as well as cleanliness and good cleaning properties are key decision criteria.
Advanced fittings technology supports economical, hygienic and yet comfortable equipment in professional shower facilities. For example, in swimming or sports facilities a self-closing fitting will consume 1/3 less water than conventional shower equipment. When each fitting is used 50 times per day this means approx. 3,300 litres of water saved per year.

Besides functional reliability and economy, there is an ever increasing focus on ease of use as well as safety for shower users and the aspect of hygiene. Important functions such as the possibility to conduct thermal disinfection and have scald protection must be considered in the early stages of planning a facility.

We would like to support you with specific plannings and project consulting.
The range of fittings for shower facilities includes:

- Self-closing valves for pre-mixed warm water
- Self-closing single mixers with a choice of individual temperatures
- Self-closing thermostatic mixers with option for thermal disinfection
- Electronic fittings with touch sensor or Piezo pushbutton for pre-mixed warm water or with thermostat technology
- Shower heads, shower trays
- Multiple shower facilities
- Equipment for people with disabilities
CONTROLLED ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Users and operators of public swimming baths can rely on economical and yet comfortable product solutions for sanitary rooms without heavy consumption of water or energy. Franke's vandal-resisting and easy-to-clean sanitary equipment is well prepared to meet the challenge of a high volume of anonymous users. Uncompromising reliability and economy are key criteria when the issue is hygienic clean water.

Appropriate control features are provided by the AQUA 3000 intelligent water management system, which monitors and controls important water flow functions. Thanks to its innovative electronic platform, automatic thermal disinfection can be realised with network-capable fittings. (For further information see page 35)
Sturdy, durable and functional products are in high demand for the sanitary facilities of schools and sports halls. This does not mean that an appealing, timeless and harmonious design is then out of the question. A product combination of the latest fittings technology with trend-setting sanitary room equipment made of stainless steel and mineral granite is cut out for this application.

When, for example, sports halls are used by clubs during the afternoon, the authorities responsible for maintaining the school benefits from chargeable water delivery. This system makes operating shower facilities more economical, it saves valuable water and energy resources and makes cost accounting easier.
SANITARY SYSTEMS: STRONG IN FLUSHING FACILITIES

Public toilet facilities are generally not a pleasing location. The ideal combination for urinals and toilet facilities are optimum cleanliness, hygiene and no unpleasant odours. Frequently, however, not even one of these ideals can be found in toilet facilities.

This usually difficult area of application requires the use of absolutely reliable fittings such as pushbutton flush valves or advanced automatically controlled electronic valves. For sanitary facilities it is recommended to use urinals and toilet bowls made of easy to clean, durable stainless steel.
The range of products for flushing facilities includes:

- Touch-free electronic flush valves for automatically flushing urinals and toilets
- Electronic flush valves with Piezo pushbuttons for toilets
- Pushbutton flush valves for toilets and urinals
- Urinals and toilet bowls made of stainless steel
- Urinal dividers
- Accessory lines
NO COMPROMISE ON HYGIENE

The term 'restroom' is often quite out of place: Lack of cleanliness and sometimes crowds of people can turn public toilet facilities into a state of chaos. Only durable and stable equipment solutions can stand up to these problems. Maximum reliability, easy care and simple maintenance satisfy both users as well as operators.

From the planning stage onwards, it is important to consider the construction requirements and the hygienic needs, so that the publicly accessible toilet is then capable of handling large numbers of users.
NOT JUST CLEAN, BUT PURE

The hygienically sensitive areas in hospitals and care facilities require special attention in planning and design. Functionality, choice of materials and ease of cleaning sanitary room facilities are not only key factors from the patients' point of view, but also very important for medical staff. In both cases the stable washbasin material MIRANIT has proven itself time and again. This pore-free material is used for flexible surgery washbasins, for the VARIUSmed cleaning basin, the custom-tailored VARIUS Line washbasin solution with different bowl forms, supplemented by the VARIUScare accessible washbasin variants.

Various support rails and foldable grab rails, opto-electronic fittings, a wheelchair-accessible toilet and a wide range of accessories made of stainless steel, including touch-free versions, complement the Franke range of products for accessible washrooms and toilet facilities.
SAFETY FIRST

Nowhere is there such an anonymity of visitors in toilet facilities as in motorway service stations. The constantly changing circle of users increases the risk of dirtiness and vandalism. Reliability and hygiene can only be assured here by using exceptionally durable and easy to clean sanitary room fittings made of stainless steel and equipped with intelligent, touch-free water control.

Safety aspects are also at the focus when designing the equipment of sanitary rooms in prisons or similar institutions. Besides the risk of vandalism, appropriate sanitary facilities must be provided to counteract deliberate self harm or hiding of drugs and weapons. Durable fitting systems, in part developed specifically for prison applications, as well as stable stainless steel solutions are part of the Franke Safety Program.
SECURITY AREAS
LEARNING THROUGH PLAY

Children conquer their environment by trial and error. "Do it yourself," is the clear motto. Whether washing hands, brushing teeth or going to the toilet - independence must be learned, even playfully.

The ABC for sanitary equipment in nurseries and schools goes like this: active protection against scalding, the best possible means to avoid injuries and easy operation. Child-friendly design and ease of use support efforts of education in cleanliness and personal hygiene. Pleasant material surfaces make sanitary products a pleasant rounded-off experience, even for the youngest of us.
SYSTEMS, MATERIALS
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AQUA 3000 OPEN – WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Networking fittings intelligently - managing water efficiently.

The requirements for sanitary facilities used in heavy-traffic applications and security-related areas are growing steadily. The AQUA 3000 open Water Management System sets new standards with respect to system security, economy, user friendliness and hygiene in sanitary rooms.

Depending on the respective application of washing, showering or flushing, an intelligent electronic control system provides different control functions such as various statistical functions, simple setting of parameters, time-controlled hygiene flushing and automatic thermal disinfection.

In conjunction with the ECC function controllers (ECC = Ethernet Can Coupler) and the additional modules of the range of system accessories it is possible to integrate fittings into the AQUA 3000 open Water Management System. At this network level, innovative software developed by Franke provides the system with facilities to centrally control and manage any number of sanitary fittings. To facilitate data communication with host managed control and regulating functions, all A3000 open fittings must be connected to an ECC via the system cable and the T-junction. For a spatial subdivision within a building or for performing safe and effective hygiene options, it is useful to divide all ECC-connected fittings into groups.

AQUA 3000 open is a flexible sanitary system. Its components can be selected in a modular way and it can be individually adapted to the specific applications.

Depending on the type and the structure of a building, the way of use and the conditions are defined.

**SYSTEM LEVELS**

The AQUA 3000 open Water Management System is consistently divided into two levels

- Fittings
- Network

which communicate with each other via standardised data technology.

**SCOPE OF FUNCTIONS**

- Hygiene flushings
- Thermal disinfection programs
- Switching operation modes
- Cleaning switch-off
- System fault messages
- Statistic functions
- Sequential controls
- Connection to computer-aided facility management systems
- Mobile access via internet for remote maintenance of the plant
- Sending of fault messages via SMS to up to five recipients
STAINLESS STEEL – HIGH QUALITY MATERIAL

There are certainly good reasons why the use of stainless steel as a raw material for equipment in public and semi-public sanitary rooms has become standard. The material is durable, easy to clean and thus very economical. With vandalism-resisting and easy to clean sanitary facilities, operators can minimise their costs for maintenance and repairs.

Stainless steel is not only insensitive to moisture and most acids, but is characterised by hardness, toughness, high heat and cold tolerance as well as hygienic properties. Dirt and grease can be easily washed off from smooth, non-porous surfaces. Scratches and grooves loose their hard contours after a short time and match the overall surface appearance.

STAINLESS STEEL MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Surfaces - an overview
Material number 1.4301 is used (AISI 304) in accordance with DIN EN 10088. The magic formula 18/10 stands for 18% chromium and up to 10% nickel. This combination gives the material its special material characteristics.

InoxPlus surface finishing
The high-quality line of accessories and XINOX washbasins as well as the front surfaces of STRATOS products are provided with their surfaces refined using the proven InoxPlus technology. With this technology, nano-particles intermesh with the molecules of the metal surface and cling tightly to the microscopic irregularities. The resulting ultra-fine structure makes fingerprints almost invisible. The sanitary room thus remains clean longer and cleaning is much easier.
Sanitary products made of resin-bonded mineral granite are in the true sense of the word seamlessly made from a single source and are ideally suited for the modern and aesthetic design of sanitary facilities in institutional areas.

MIRANIT stands for a stable compound consisting of approx. 80% natural minerals such as marble powder, sandstone and quartz sand as well as approx. 20% high-quality unsaturated polyester resin. Owing to its exceptional rheological properties, this resin-bonded mineral material can be formed into any shape, even where low material thicknesses are required.

The fracture-resistant material is enveloped in a smooth, pore-free and high-gloss exterior skin. This colouring Gelcoat is easy to clean and extremely durable. Even water temperatures up to 80° C have no detrimental effect on standard-coloured Gelcoat surfaces.

ADVANTAGES COMPARED WITH SANITARY CERAMICS

Sanitary products manufactured under the brand name MIRANIT can be referred to collectively as cast mineral. Thus necessarily leads to a comparison with products in the field of ceramics, which reveals that MIRANIT products have the following advantages:

- Increased stability with respect to impact strength and breaking strength
- Clear form language due to very flat surfaces and small radii
- Niche washbasins with a total length of up to 3.60 m are feasible
- Damaged surfaces can be mended with special repair kits and are mechanically workable.

The composite material offers important advantages in providing customised solutions for optimum space utilisation in the sanitary rooms of industry, sports venues, hotels and restaurants.
WASHBASIN TAPS

Self-closing taps and bip tap

AQUALINE-C
Self-closing pillar tap
AQUA203

AQUALINE-S
Self-closing pillar tap
AQUA201

AQUAMIX-C
Self-closing single mixer
AQUA202

AQUAMIX-S
Self-closing single mixer
AQUA200

AQUALINE-S
Self-closing bib tap
AQUA205

Lever mixers and wall-mounted mixers

AQUAFIT
Single lever mixer
AQFT0001

AQUAFIT
Single lever for accessible areas
AQFT0019

AQUAPINO
Children’s lever mixer
AQUA004

AQUAMIX self-closing wall-mounted mixer
AQRM175

AQUAMIX self-closing wall-mounted mixer
AQRM273

Wall-mounted and clamp-on mixers

AQUAMIX self-closing wall-mounted mixer with swivel outlet
AGMX0018

AQUALINE-Therm self-closing thermostatic mixer
AGLT0085

AQUAMIX self-closing single clamp-on mixer
AQRM311

AQUAMIX self-closing double clamp-on mixer
AQRM312

Electronic fittings

PROTRONIC-S
washbasin mixer
AQUA130

PROTRONIC-T
washbasin mixer
PRTR0002

PROTRONIC-C
washbasin mixer
AQRE130

AQUACONTACT
washing-unit fitting
AQCT0043/AQCT0044

PROTRONIC – A3000 open
washing-unit fitting
AQUA109
with wall spout
AQRM906

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
**WASHING UNITS MADE OF STAINLESS STEEL**

**Washbasins made of stainless steel**

XINOX single washbasin
- XINH204

ANIMA single washbasin
- ANMX500
- ANMX450
- ANMX460

ANIMA single washbasin
- WT360C
- WT600C
- WT400A

ANIMA hand washbasin
- BS204

ANIMA single corner washbasin
- WT310E

RONDO single washbasin
- BRC390SF
- BRP390

ANIMA double washbasin
- CM1400

**Inset basins made of stainless steel**

RONDO inset basin, round
- RNDH200
- RNDH260

RONDO inset basin, oval
- RNDH450-O
- RNDH451-O

**Wash troughs made of stainless steel**

PRESTIGE series washing system
- PRES318

SATURN wash trough
- ECN6L

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
WASHBASINS MADE OF MIRANIT

Individual washbasins made to measure – additional special forms

Single and multiple washbasins

VARIUScare single washbasin
ANMW500

VARIUScare single washbasin
ANMW501

Corner washbasin
VARIUS Convex

QUADRO single washbasin
ANMW411

QUADRO double washbasin
ANMW421

QUADRO multiple washbasin
ANMW431

RONDA single washbasin
ANMW211

RONDA double washbasin
ANMW221

RONDA multiple washbasin
ANMW231

Niche washbasins

RONDA, length 1300 mm
ANMW551

QUADRO, length 2100 mm
ANMW521

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
WASHING UNITS MADE OF MIRANIT

Children's wash-and-play troughs, washbasins for kids or guests

- **WASHINO-Step Children’s wash-and-play trough**
  - SANW212

- **WASHINO-3 Children’s wash-and-play trough**
  - SANW215

- **GAMBA washbasin**
  - ANMW198

- **LUNA washbasin**
  - ANMW199

Children’s washbasin columns, baby washing unit, disposal sink

- **children’s washbasin semi-column with 2 washing units**
  - ANMW191C

- **children’s washbasin column with 4 washing units**
  - ANMW193R

- **Baby washing unit**
  - ANMW700

- **Disposal sink**
  - SIRW511

Multiple washing systems

- **FUTURA exclusive, single-row washing facility**
  - SANW120

- **FUTURA exclusive, paired washing facility**
  - SANW360D

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
SHOWER FITTINGS

Self-closing valves

AQUALINE self-closing valve
AQRM690

AQUALINE straight-way valve
AQRM666

AQUALINE straight-way valve
for in-wall installation
AQRM668

AQUALINE straight-way valve
for in-wall installation
AQRM677/AQRM704

Self-closing single mixer

AQUAMIX wall-mounted mixer
for on-wall installation
AQRM650

AQUAMIX shower mixer
for in-wall installation
AQUA767/AQRM698

AQUALINE-Therm Thermostatic mixer
for on-wall installation
AQLT0045

AQUALINE-Therm Thermostatic mixer
for in-wall installation
AQLT0094/AQRM698

Self-closing thermostatic mixers

AQUALINE self-closing thermos-
static mixer
AQLT0045

AQUALINE-Therm Thermostatic
mixer for in-wall installation
AQLT0094/AQRM698

A3000 open electronic fittings

AQUATIMER - A3000 open thermo-
static mixer for in-wall installation
AQUA629

AQUATIMER - A3000 open thermo-
static mixer for in-wall installation
AT300038/AQUA604

AQUATIMER - A3000 open combined shower unit
AQUA629

MÜNCHEN
PR300022/AQUA604

Electronic fittings with touch sensor

AQUACONTACT thermostatic mixer
for in-wall installation
AQT0063/AQRM698

AQUAJET-Slimline
AQUA751

AQUAJET-Comfort
AQRM960

MÜNCHEN
AQRM962

Shower heads

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
SHOWER FITTINGS

Stainless steel shower panels

- AQUALINE-Therm AQRM687
- AQUAMIX AQUA710
- AQUACONTACT AQCT0017
- AQUATIMER AQUA614
- PROTRONIC AQUA641

Shower panels made of mineral material MIRANIT-S

- AQUAMIX AQUA741
- AQUALINE-Therm AQUA764
- AQUACONTACT AQCT0031
- AQUATIMER AQUA654
- SMARTWAVE with AQUAMIX AQMX0008
- AQUATIMER AQUA620

Shower panels made of Makroblend®

Chargeable water delivery

- AQUAPAY coin-activated controller for multiple shower systems AQUA803
- AQUAPAY coin-activated controller for single shower unit AQUA801

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
FLUSH VALVES

Urinal flush valves

AQUALINE urinal flush valve for on-wall installation
- AQRM460

FLUSH-C urinal flush valve for in-wall installation
- AQLN0005/AQLN0006

AQUALINE urinal flush valve for in-wall installation
- AQLN0005/AQLN0006

PROTRONIC urinal electronics for on-wall installation
- AQRE430

PROTRONIC - A3000 open urinal electronics for in-wall installation
- AQUA401/AQUA400

FLUSH-S urinal electronics for in-wall installation
- PRTR0013/AQLN0006

AQUALINE WC flush valve for in-wall installation
- AQLM555/AQLM556

AQUALINE WC flush valve for in-wall installation
- AQLM555/AQLM556

PROTRONIC - A3000 open WC controller for in-wall installation
- AQUA501/AQUA500

PROTRONIC - A3000 open controller for in-wall installation
- AQUA502/AQUA500

AQUA502/AQUA500

AQUATIMER - A3000 open electronic WC controller
- ATO0051

PROTRONIC - A3000 open electronic WC controller
- PR300027

Actuator plate for 2-volume flushing
- AQUA555

Actuator plate with one button
- AQUA557

Installation frames for flushing systems

for urinals, with basic installation kit for FLUSH-C and -S
- AQFX0002

for urinals, with basic installation kit for PROTRONIC
- CMPX135

for WC, with basic installation kit for AQUALINE, AQUATIMER, PROTRONIC
- AQFX0008

for WC, with cistern, for AQUATIMER, PROTRONIC and actuator plates
- AQFX0007

Fastener for grab rails
- AQFX0004

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
TOILETS, URINALS AND DIVIDERS

Urinals and urinal troughs made of stainless steel

CAMPUS wall urinal
CMPX538

CAMPUS waterless wall urinal
CMPX538WF

CAMPUS urinal trough
CMPX551GE

Toilet pans made of stainless steel

CAMPUS wall-mounted WC
CMPX592

CAMPUS wall-mounted WC with floor-length apron
CMPX597

CAMPUS accessible wall-mounted WC
CMPX594

Urinal dividers made of stainless steel

CAMPUS Urinal divider
CMPX560

CAMPUS Urinal divider
CMPX700

Squat pan made of stainless steel

Squat pan
CMPX504

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
RODAN ACCESSORIES

Soap dispenser

RODAN soap dispenser
RODAN soap dispenser for recessed installation
RODAN soap dispenser
RODAN soap dispenser for recessed installation
RODAN electronic soap dispenser
Table soap dispenser

Hand dryer, paper towel dispensers, combination

RODAN hand dryer
RODAN towel dispenser
RODAN towel dispenser for recessed installation
RODAN electronic towel dispenser
RODAN towel dispenser, recessed installation
RODAN towel/waste bin combination

Waste container

RODAN waste bin
RODAN waste bin for recessed installation
RODAN hygiene waste bin
RODAN waste bin with flap
RODAN waste disposal flap

Toilet roll holder, hygiene bag dispenser

RODAN double toilet roll holder
RODAN double toilet roll holder for recessed installation
RODAN hygiene bag dispenser

Toilet brush set

RODAN toilet brush set

Hair dryer

Hair dryer

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
STRATOS ACCESSORIES

Soap dispenser

STRATOS soap dispenser STRX618
STRATOS soap dispenser STRX619
STRATOS soap dispenser for recessed installation STRX619E
STRATOS electronic soap dispenser STRX625
STRATOS electronic hand dryer STRX210

Hand dryer

Paper towel dispenser

STRATOS paper towel dispenser STRX600
STRATOS paper towel dispenser for recessed installation STRX600E
STRATOS paper towel dispenser STRX637
STRATOS electronic paper towel dispenser STRX630
STRATOS paper towel / soap dispenser combination STRX601

Combinations

Waste container

STRATOS waste bin STRX605
STRATOS waste bin for recessed installation STRX605E
STRATOS hygiene waste bin STRX611
STRATOS paper towel / waste bin combination STRX602E

Dispenser

STRATOS toilet seat paper dispenser STRX680

Toilet roll holder

STRATOS double toilet-roll holder STRX672
STRATOS toilet-roll holder for recessed installation STRX671E
STRATOS large toilet-roll holder STRX670

Toilet brush set

STRATOS toilet brush set STRX687

Coat hook

STRATOS double coat hook STRX694
STRATOS coat hook STRX692

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
### XINOX ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soap dispenser</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XINOX Soap dispenser for cream soap or foam soap</td>
<td>XINX617/XINX616</td>
<td>XINOX Electronic soap dispenser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Paper towel dispenser XINX600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Electronic paper towel dispenser XINX630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hand dryer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XINOX Electronic hand dryer</td>
<td>XINX210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toilet roll holder, toilet brush set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XINOX Toilet roll holder</td>
<td>XINX677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Double toilet roll holder XINX672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Toilet brush set XINX687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waste bins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XINOX Waste bin 7 litres</td>
<td>XINX605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Waste bin 30 litres/60 litres XINX606/XINX608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XINOX Hygiene bag dispenser HBD191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispenser</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baby’s changing table</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Changing table XINW601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WASHING UNIT MODULES

- **Washing unit "water-soap" plus accessories**
- **Washing unit "water-soap" wheelchair accessible plus accessories**
- **All-in-one "soap-water-air"** Consisting of: Functional unit, stainless-steel planking, installation frame

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
ACCESSIBLE GRAB RAIL SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES

Support grab rails

CONTINA grab rail CNTX300N
CONTINA grab rail 135° CNTX700NA
CONTINA grab rail 90° CNTX21N
CONTINA grab rail CNTX41NL

Corner grab rails

CONTINA grab rail CNTX52N
CONTINA grab rail CNTX50NL
CONTINA foldable grab rail CNTX73A
CONTINA foldable grab rail with electronic flush actuator CNTX72F-R

Foldable grab rails

CONTINA foldable grab rail with toilet roll holder CNTX73A
CONTINA foldable grab rail with electronic flush actuator CNTX72F-R

Mirror

CONTINA tilting mirror CNTX91
CONTINA stainless steel mirror M501HD

Shower seat

CONTINA foldable shower seat CNTX400A
CONTINA back support CNTX400NE

Shower trays

Shower tray BS400
Shower tray CMPX401

Selection of products from the extensive Franke program range - For further products and designs see our catalogues.
HIGH SECURITY RANGE

Washbasins

- HEAVY DUTY single washbasin
  - HDTX455

- HEAVY DUTY single washbasin
  - HDTX450

- HEAVY DUTY single washbasin
  - ANMX460

- HEAVY DUTY wall-hung toilet pan
  - HDTX592

- HEAVY DUTY urinal with concealed flush control
  - HDTX538RS

WC and urinal

- HEAVY DUTY single washbasin

Accessories

- HEAVY DUTY soap dispenser
  - SD300

- HEAVY DUTY paper towel dispenser
  - TD350

- HEAVY DUTY waste bin
  - GB445

- HEAVY DUTY toilet roll holder
  - HDTX674

- HEAVY DUTY hook
  - HDTX692

- HEAVY DUTY combination with Piezo pushbuttons
  - HDTX806L

- HEAVY DUTY combination with pushbutton actuation
  - HDTX815L

Sanitary combinations

CLEANING BASINS MADE OF STAINLESS STEEL

Utility and multi-purpose sinks

- SIRIUS utility sink
  - BS313

- SIRIUS utility sink
  - LTJ450

- SIRIUS multi-purpose sink
  - SIRX340

- SIRIUS multi-purpose sink
  - BS330

- SIRIUS inset multi-purpose sink
  - BS340

Cleaners sinks, workroom sink

- SIRIUS cleaners sink
  - WB500GV

- SIRIUS cleaners sink
  - WB440C

- SIRIUS cleaners sink
  - SIRX363

- SIRIUS cleaners sink
  - F832V-F

- SIRIUS workroom sink
  - SIRX751
CLEANING BASINS MADE OF MIRANIT

Classroom sink, cleaners sink, workroom sinks

Classroom sink ANMW322
Cleaners sink SIRW010
Workroom sink SIRW775
Workroom sink with sludge collector SIRW770/SIRW759

COMMERCIAL SINKS

MAXIMA commercial sink 700 × 600 mm MAXS100-70
MAXIMA commercial sink with drain board, 1200 × 600 mm MAXS117-120
MAXIMA commercial sink with two basins, 1200 × 600 mm MAXS200-120
MAXIMA commercial sink with two basins and drain board, 1600 × 600 mm MAXS217-160

MAXIMA commercial sink 700 × 700 mm MAXL100-70
MAXIMA commercial sink with drain and storage board 2600 × 700 mm MAXL227-260
MAXIMA commercial sink with underframe, 1400 × 700 mm MAXL140-70FDW

EMERGENCY SHOWERS

Eye-wash fountains, body showers

Eye and face-wash fountain FAID101
Eye and face-wash fountain with water-collection tray FAID108
Emergency body shower for wall mounting FAID0007
Emergency shower combination FAID0010
Emergency shower valve FAID675

Emergency shower head FAID0002
Make it wonderful

Franke Water Systems
ws-info.int@franke.com
www.franke.com